



- Press Release -


Second single as a foretaste of new album 

The Very End release new single and video "The 
Famine Years"  

After the recently released metal anthem "Circle Of The Scythe", The Very End now fire their next 
single after it. The music video for "The Famine Years" was shot at the renowned Zeche Zollverein 
World Heritage Site.    

"It was something very special to shoot in the funnel hall on the grounds of the Zeche Zollverein," says 

guitarist René Bogdanski, who was in action both in front of and behind the camera. Together with his team 

from the online marketing agency 'Social Media Konzepte', he was also responsible for the realization of the 

music video. The filming location Zollverein Coal Mine Industrial Complex is a World Heritage Site. 


Second digital single release during the work on the new album 

"The song ties in perfectly with the atmosphere of our last album "Zeitgeist" and develops it further," says 

singer Björn Gooßes. Meanwhile, the songwriting for the new album is in full progress. "Together with our 

label Apostasy Records, we have decided to bridge the time until the new album with a series of digitally 

released singles," sais René Bogdanski. Further material is already in the works at the same time


One man's happiness is another man's sorrow 

As usual, the cover artwork for the current single was created by Björn Gooßes/Killustrations, who is giving 

the band's visual trademark, the flying coffin, a break for the singles. "This time, the motif has been thought 

around the corner a bit," says Gooßes. "In keeping with the song title, it's a detail of a group of vultures 

swooping down on their prey. As we all know, one man's happiness is another man's sorrow."


Proven collaboration with production team Cornelius Rambadt and Dennis Koehne 

The band produced the single together with Cornelius Rambadt (Bonded, Disbelief, Sodom...), who was 

already behind the mixing desk for the last album "Zeitgeist" and the debut "Vs. Life" behind the mixing 

desk. As with the last three albums, Dennis Koehne (Caliban, Lacuna Coil, Melechesh, Orden Ogan...) was 

responsible for mastering.


Press contact for interview inquiries and further infos: 
Anja Distelrath | press@theveryend.net | ++49 (0) 201 95 96 84 08 | www.theveryend.net/press-area
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Video "The Famine Years" on YouTube: https://youtu.be/wTxCVG0opRU 

Attached images (Formats: 16x9, 1x1, 9x16)


• The Very End (Photos by Marina Chigheliman) f.l.t.r.: Marc Beste, René Bogdanski, Björn Gooßes, Jerome 

Reil, Marc Bräutigam


The photos are approved for use/publication including social media, given the credits/links are included if 

possible. 

High res photos and further press material are available at:  
www.theveryend.net/press-area.

Current line-up (2024) Discography
Björn Goosses - vocals Vs. Life (Dockyard1 | 2008 | Re-Issue: 2018)

René Bogdanski - guitar Mercy & Misery (Steamhammer/SPV | 2010)

Marc Bräutigam - guitar Turn Off The World (Steamhammer/SPV | 2012)

Marc Beste - bass Zeitgeist (Apostasy Records | 2021)

Jerome Reil - drums
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